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Johns thoughts on his strings of choice

In my search for the clearest set of bronze strings, I tried some old Rotosounds in black and red packets 
that I had somehow managed to hang on to for years. They sounded really good, bright and well balanced 
but with a rich tone.

The company were amused to hear that anybody should still have strings going so far back but assured me 
that, several packet designs later, their new strings were still the same quality. Rotosound bass strings 
have a high profile world-wide which may have overshadowed their guitar strings.

James How, who founded the company in the fifties, engineered a new type of string-winding machine that 
was a step ahead of the industry and all the strings are produced to the same degree of precision.

In addition to the phospher-bronze round wounds, Rotosound also make guitar strings in the piano string 
design.

That is with the wrap wire stopping short of the ball end so that a section of the core wire is exposed and 
only the core wire comes into contact with the saddle. These strings are called ‘Country Gold’.

It is actually an old idea and I have a feeling that the very first steel strings used on the guitar in the 1800′s 
were like that.

The gauges for both types of string are 060 to 018 covered, and 026 to 008 plain.
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ROTOSOUND JUMBO KING JK11

Šifra: 14748
Kategorija prozivoda: Žice
Proizvođač: ROTOSOUND

Cena: 7,00  EUR
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Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


